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Introduction
Citizens Online began work in Gwynedd through the BT funded ‘Get IT Together’
programme (2011-15). It transformed into a fully operational digital inclusion delivery
project, with a small team employed by Citizens Online that commenced working directly
in the community and training other services. This partnership work became part of the
local strategic brand of ‘Digital Gwynedd / Gwynedd Ddigidol’ and was funded by
Gwynedd Council and the National Lottery Community Fund (then the ‘Big Lottery Fund’)
under the UK wide One Digital programme (2015-20).
The 21-month period September 2015 to May 2017 was ‘Phase 1’ of Digital Gwynedd. The
intention was to deliver a ‘whole system’ approach to tackle digital exclusion in the
county, using Citizens Online’s award-winning model, then called ‘Digital Resilience’; now
named ‘Switch’. Phase 2 of the project in Gwynedd was delivered over two years from
June 2017 to May 2019.
Figure 1: The Switch Model
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Based on the successful delivery of digital inclusion objectives in Phase 1, Phase 2 was
commissioned for a further two years running June 2017 to May 2019, funded by Gwynedd
Council and The National Lottery Community Fund.
Digital Gwynedd has achieved a significant amount over Phase 2 and exceeded on its
targets, recruiting a high number of digital champions (DCs) across the county, delivering
numerous digital training and support sessions, supporting organisations and most
importantly developing a network of stakeholders who have been signed up and engaged
with the digital inclusion challenge.
While the Digital Gwynedd delivery involved many aspects of the Switch model, three key
performance indicators were identified as part of the One Digital programme that formed
the core drivers for delivery: Engaging Organisations; Recruiting DCs and supporting End
Learners (beneficiaries).

Key Performance Indicators and targets
Our targets were exceeded in all areas in the course of the project as can be seen in the
table below. By the end of Phase 2 (May 2019), the Digital Gwynedd project had:


Engaged with 70 organisations (target 55)



Recruited 296 Digital Champions (target 319)



Supported at least 5,091 unique individuals (target 2,800)



Recorded 7,274 sessions of digital skills support

With regard to sessions of digital skills support and individuals assisted, we know that the
recording systems capture only a fraction of the total level of activity and so the extent of
the impact is much greater in reality. We make some estimation of the true number of
support interventions later on in this report.

ORGANISATIONS ENGAGED
The Switch model of digital inclusion that Citizens Online promotes through the Digital
Gwynedd project emphasises the development of strong, local partnerships. A total of 70
organisations have been engaged as part of the project, exceeding the target by 25%
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(figure 2). In addition, the network’s Twitter account reached almost 1,700 followers
(1,692 and over 350 on Facebook), while the network newsletter is sent to over 250
contacts across all sectors. Figure 2 shows that engagement of organisations peaked in
Phase 1, before slowing – as would be expected as once the majority of organisations
most likely to be engaged have been reached. Figure 3 shows the same number of
organisations engaged for each Phase, but the longer Phase 2 exceeding target by a
greater proportion.
Figure 2: How many organisations did Digital Gwynedd engage?

How many organisations did Gwynedd Ddigidol
engage?
Source: Citizens Online
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Figure 3: Organisations Engaged - Actual vs Target, comparison by Phase of project
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Figure 4: Organisations Engaged, by year
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DIGITAL CHAMPIONS
Figure 5 shows how the Digital Gwynedd project came very close to, but just missed the
target for recruitment of Digital Champions (296/319 or 93%). Having been some distance
from the target only months from the end of the project, it can be seen as an achievement
that the final number recruited was so close to the target – particular given that in the
final months when recruitment again flat-lined, energy was directed toward seeking
continuation funding for the project.
Figure 5: How many DCs did Digital Gwynedd recruit?

How many Digital Champions did Digital Gwynedd
recruit?
Source: Citizens Online (Digital Champions Network and face-to-face
sessions)
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Click to read the full Rachel Martin case study
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Figure 6 shows that the number of DCs recruited in Phase 2 (206) is more than double the
number in Phase 1 (90). Figure 7 shows that recruitment was highest in last year of the
project, with an impressive 108 DCs recruited – though this partly reflects the effort to pull
the number of recruited DCs back in line with the target. This was nearly matched in Year
1 (97), but it would be reasonable to assume recruitment would be easiest at the start, so
the achievement in 2018-19 is more impressive. It also reflects thew work of Gwynedd
Library Service to support and train staff and volunteers to be DCs in this stage of the
project.
Figure 6: Digital Champion recruitment - Actual vs Target, comparison by Phase of project
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Figure 7: DCs recruited to DCN, by year
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Read the full case study on Martin Hunt
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THE DIGITAL CHAMPIONS NETWORK
It has been very challenging to understand which DCs are actively helping others with
digital skills, based on the numbers of recruits alone or the numbers of Digital Champions
Network (DCN) registrations. One way to consider this question is to identify how many
DCs completed courses on the DCN or recorded support sessions.
188 DCs in Gwynedd completed training, with 183 treated as completing ‘core training’.
These numbers include face-to-face training – 120 completed at least one course on the
DCN, and 115 completed one of four courses identified as core training.
In total, Digital Gwynedd DCs completed 437 courses (Table 1).1 We are pleased that 63
DCs completed at least two courses. The fact that 11 DCs completed 10 or more DCN
courses, and 35 completed five or more is consistent with our understanding of how many
DCs were regularly active using the DCN.
Unsurprisingly, these include our employed Citizens Online DCs; Rachel Martin completed
all 18 courses, Dan Richards 14, and Medwyn Williams completed 7. However, nearly half
of DCs completed only a single course (57, 48% of those who completed a course). This
reflects our understanding that a minority of DCs registered on the DCN are active users of
the system. It is also influenced by the fact that a significant proportion of DCs received
face-to-face training from Citizens Online, while others may have received other forms of
training from their employers or other external sources.
By far the most popular course was “Digital Champion Essentials” – completed by 103 DCs
(the overwhelming majority of DCs who completed a course on the DCN, 86%, completed
this course, just over a third (35%) of the 296 recruited DCs. Including the Welsh language
version of this course, Digital Champion Essentials was completed by 115 (38.9%) of DCs.
Joint second most popular courses were “Using government services online” and “Using
your role to help customers get online” – with 39 completions each. The latter was
identified as core training due to its value to Embedded DCs providing digital skills
support as part of their existing role, and available in bi-lingual form.

Several cases DCs completed courses more than once but we have stripped this repeat completions from
this analysis
1
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Table 1: DCN Courses completed by DCs registered with the DG project. Source: DCN

Course Title
Digital Champion Essentials
Using government services online
Using your role to help customers get online
Online security, banking and money
Making and saving money online
Helping someone with an accessibility need: working with
people with learning difficulties and/or learning disabilities
Helping someone with an accessibility need: working with
people with memory loss
Essentials for engaging with older people
Finding a job 1
Making Digital Work
Helping someone with an accessibility need: identifying
accessibility needs
Finding a job 2
Helping someone with an accessibility need: working with
learners who are deaf or hard of hearing
Digital fun: using the internet to help people love later life!
Hanfodion Hyrwyddwyr Digidol [Digital Champions
Essentials – Welsh language version]
Helping someone with an accessibility need: working with
learners with a physical disability or dexterity issue
How to use the Internet to develop your professional profile
Visual impairment and technology
[No Title Available]

Course
% of 296
completions
recruited DCs
103
34.8
39
13.2
39
13.2
35
11.8
33
11.1
20

6.8

18
17
16
15

6.1
5.7
5.4
5.1

14
13

4.7
4.4

13
12

4.4
4.1

12

4.1

11
11
11
5

3.7
3.7
3.7
1.7

Courses on “online security, banking and money” (35 completions), and “Making and
saving money online” (33 completions) were also popular – likely a reflection of the
seasonal economy in Gwynedd, and the interest in online banking with branches distant
(and closing) in the rural areas.
It is clear that some courses offer content that is specific to particular demographics –
such as people with a physical disability or dexterity issue – and therefore unsurprising
that these courses were completed by fewer numbers of DCs, presumably on
encountering people with particular accessibility issues.
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However, this should not have been the case for “Making Digital Work”, the third course
Citizens Online identified as being of particular value. Despite our intent, this was
completed by just 15 DCs – 5% of those recruited and only 13% of those who completed a
course. This may have been affected in part by a lack of a Welsh/bilingual version in this
case.
We are surprised and disappointed that the Welsh language version of the Digital
Champion Essentials course was only completed by 12 DCs, and that only a maximum of
39 DCs benefited from the bilingual version of ‘Using Your Role to Help Customers Get
Online’.
It was necessary however, for the project to translate materials for digital champions to
use – specifically these courses that were considered in most demand. We hope that the
effort and funding put into developing these resources will be of continuing benefit to
Digital Champions in Wales.

LEARNERS (ACHIEVING DIGITAL JOURNEYS)
The core purpose of the Digital Gwynedd project is to help people improve their digital
skills. We want to celebrate the fact that the project has helped over 5,000 (at least 5,091)
people based on recording on the DCN and provided to us by partner organisations. The
vast majority of these (all but 483) were helped in Phase 2 of the project.
In Phase 2, the target to help a cumulative total of 2,800 people has been exceeded by
82%. The target number of people to be helped in Phase 2 (2,317 on top of the 483 helped
in Phase 1) has been exceeded by an even greater proportion (4,608 or double) – a
fantastic achievement.
Again, it is worth emphasising that this KPI has been exceeded despite the fact that only a
fraction of the digital skills support provided is being recorded – and with marginally
fewer DCs recruited than we targeted to achieve.
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Figure 8: Unique Individuals recorded by the Digital Gwynedd project vs target.

How many individuals did Gwynedd Ddigidol help
with digital skills?
Source: Citizens Online (Digital Champions Network and partner
submissions)
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Figure 9 shows that the number of unique individuals helped in Phase 2 (4,608), is nearly
ten times as high as in Phase 1 (483). Further, the target in Phase 2 was exceeded by 2,291
learners – more than four times the Phase 1 achievement, which was below target.
Figure 10 shows that the number of individuals helped has risen dramatically in the most
recent year, with an amazing 2,867 people helped, higher than the project had had helped
up to that point (2,224). In part, more recent figures reflect better reporting and collection
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of data – and it is likely that levels of activity in previous years were actually somewhat
higher. In other words, this provides a further reason why the number recorded is a
conservative under-estimate of the total number of people helped.
Figure 9: Unique Individuals helped - Actual vs Target, comparison by Phase of project
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Figure 10: Unique Individuals helped, by year
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Read the full case study on Carwyn Jones
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SESSIONS OF DIGITAL SKILLS SUPPORT
GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
Of 7,274 total sessions recorded, 1,370-1,5252 were recorded in a way that enabled
geographic analysis via postcodes provided. Sessions took place at venues across the
county, with a particular focus at Porthmadog Leisure Centre where 134 sessions were
recorded (figure 1). Learners, too, provided home postcodes that represent areas all
across the county – with a focus on Caernarfon, Penygroes, Pwllheli and Blaenau
Ffestiniog.
Figure 11: Heatmap by share of 1,525 digital skills support sessions recorded, and 1,370 of these
records by Venue, Digital Gwynedd

1,370 recorded venue location in a way that could be analysed, 1,537 recorded learner postcodes in this
way. In a further 33 cases, incomplete learner postcodes could be given proxy point locations, but could not
be allocated to LSOAs or Wards.
2
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Figure 12 breaks the sessions where a home postcode was provided by the learner down
by Ward. Firstly, this shows that someone living in every ward in Gwynedd was helped at
least once – with most wards on Anglesey also represented by at least one session, and
some from Conwy (see Table 3).
Secondly, figure 12 and table 2 show 243 or 15.8% of sessions concentrated in Caernarfon
(Peblig), Penygroes, Pwllheli North, and Blanaeu Ffestiniog (Bowydd and Rhiw). The four
individual wards that over 50 individual learners provided home postcodes within tend to
be surrounded by wards for which 20-50 learners provided postcodes. This lower but
consistent pattern is also notable on the West coast from Porthmadog to Tywyn. Finally,
it’s also interesting that more home postcodes for the ward covering Bala were provided
than for any individual ward in Bangor.
Figure 12: Digital skills support sessions recorded by Ward of learner postcode
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Table 2: Session Records by Gwynedd Ward (select Wards – where 20 or more session records)

Ward

Session Records

%

Peblig (Caernarfon)

70

4.6

Penygroes

62

4.0

Pwllheli North

57

3.7

Bowydd and Rhiw

54

3.5

Abermaw

47

3.1

Diffwys and Maenofferen

47

3.1

Bala

46

3.0

Porthmadog East

46

3.0

N/A

45

2.9

Harlech

43

2.8

Ogwen

41

2.7

Seiont

41

2.7

Pwllheli South

38

2.5

Teigl

37

2.4

Criccieth

33

2.1

Porthmadog West

33

2.1

Llanaelhaearn

32

2.1

Llangelynin

32

2.1

Dolgellau North

31

2.0

Penrhyndeudraeth

31

2.0

Groeslon

26

1.7

Tywyn

26

1.7

Llanbedr

24

1.6

Dyffryn Ardudwy

22

1.4

Efail-newydd/Buan

22

1.4

Botwnnog

21

1.4

Menai (Caernarfon)

21

1.4

Talysarn

21

1.4

Llanystumdwy

20

1.3
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Table 3 shows the vast majority (94.6%) of session records were within the Gwynedd area,
but a small number were associated with learners travelling from Ynys Mon and Conwy.
This may imply provision lacking in these nearby places, or a willingness to travel for
sessions run by Digital Gwynedd on the basis they offered other benefits, perhaps catering
better for particular demographics of digitally excluded people.
Table 3: Session Records by Local Authority

Local Authority
Gwynedd

Session Records

Percentage
1,454

94.6

27

1.8

6

0.4

50

3.3

Isle of Anglesey
Conwy
Other/unknown

GEODEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
The action plan for Digital Gwynedd proposed focusing on:


Rural communities



Potential Universal Credit claimants – particularly existing Housing Benefit
claimants



People aged over 55

RURAL COMMUNITIES

Table 3 and figure 14 break the geographic data down by the Rural Urban Classification of
the Lower Super Output Area with which home postcodes provided were associated, for
1,454 sessions which took place within Gwynedd.3 This shows the proportion of sessions
(97.8%) was higher in rural areas than the proportion of population (85.4%) – the project
was more likely to help people resident in rural areas than if people receiving help had
been selected at random. In particular more sessions took place in LSOAs defined as
“rural town and fringe in a sparse setting” (42% of sessions but just 25% of Gwynedd’s

38 session records were associated with locations outside Gwynedd, and a further 45 could not be linked
to an LSOA.
3
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population). However, fewer sessions took place with residents of locations described as
“Rural village and dispersed” (5.4% compared to 11.2% of the population). This is likely
explained by selection of venues, and people noticing sessions being advertised at sites
themselves. Finally, the lower proportion of sessions associated with “Urban city and
town” LSOAs (2.2% compared to 14.6% population) is explained by limited targeting in
Bangor.
Table 4: Session Records and population share by Rural Urban Classification of LSOA
Classification

Population

% Population

Session
Records

Urban major conurbation
Urban city and town
Urban city and town in a sparse setting
Rural town and fringe
Rural town and fringe in a sparse
setting
Rural village and dispersed
Rural village and dispersed in a sparse
setting
Urban
Rural
Grand Total

0
18,063
0
23,470
30,879

0.0
14.6
0.0
19.0
25.0

0
32
0
252
611

%
Session
Records
0.0
2.2
0.0
17.3
42.0

13,906
37,424

11.2
30.2

79
480

5.4
33.0

18,063
105,679
123,742

14.6
85.4
100.0

32
1,422
1,454

2.2
97.8
100

Figure 13: Session Records and population share by Rural Urban Classification of LSOA
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POTENTIAL UNIVERSAL CREDIT CLAIMANTS

The original Digital Gwynedd Baseline noted that “Gwynedd Council has identified the
mitigation of poverty and the potential impact of changes to the benefits system, as areas
of priority. Gwynedd Council perceives a clear correlation between these issues and the
requirement to increase digital and financial literacy among sections of society. The
Digital Resilience partnership provides a potential vehicle for arriving at an overall
strategy for digital inclusion in Gwynedd which is more coherent, effective and
sustainable”. Further, local DWP/JCP offices “have been working with Gwynedd Council…
since 26 October 2015” with regard to implementation of Universal Credit – a digital-bydefault benefit.
Citizens Online was provided with an estimate of the numbers of Universal Credit
claimants by LSOA at the time of the Baseline report. If we compare these numbers with
the numbers of session records, we can see a degree of correlation – in other words, there
tended to be more sessions in areas with higher numbers of estimated Universal Credit
claimants. However, Figure 14 shows that some LSOAs with high numbers of estimated
Universal Credit claimants only saw a few sessions recorded, while sessions with fewer
estimated Universal Credit claimants had more sessions recorded. In other words, the
correlation is not exact.
Figure 14: Relationship between Session Records and Estimated Universal Credit claimants - by
LSOA
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HOUSING BENEFIT

A slightly stronger correlation is seen with Housing Benefit claims (the 2015 average was
used). Housing Benefit is one of the benefits to be replaced by Universal Credit, so the
correlation is very similar – but Digital Gwynedd did focus some work on Housing Benefit
specifically (based around Gwynedd Council increasing online applications in anticipation
of Universal Credit), which perhaps explains the marginally stronger relationship.4
Figure 15: Relationship between Session Records and Housing Benefit claimants - by LSOA
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PEOPLE AGED OVER 55

We know that 31.3% of people aged 65 or over have never been online, and a further
4.6% have not been online in the past three months. Among people aged 75 or over,
50.6% have never been online and another 5.7% last used the internet over three
months ago (compared to 16.1% and 3.6% of 65-74 year olds).5 The original Digital
Gwynedd recommendations noted that “All service providers will be dealing with a higher

proportion of people over 55 who are statistically much more likely to be offline and less
willing or able to access services online. Training, resources and marketing materials

The data is also slightly incomplete, as 2015 Housing Benefit data is available by 2001 LSOA boundaries,
which do not match perfectly to the 2011 LSOA boundaries used for session records. This could also account
for some of the marginally stronger correlation.
4

This is data on Internet Users from ONS in 2018, however, the relationship between age and digital
exclusion has persisted for years (and indeed, was stronger in 2015)
5
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should reflect this”. Figure 16 shows another relatively strong correlation between the
number of session records associated with LSOAs and the number of people aged over 55,
suggesting people helped by the project were more likely to be in this age bracket. This is
particularly striking when compared to correlation with population as a whole (figure 17)
– which is much weaker.
Figure 16: Relationship between Session Records and Population aged 55 or over - by LSOA
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Figure 17: Relationship between Session Records and Population - by LSOA
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MULTIPLE DEPRIVATION

A further method to estimate the demographic profile of people assisted at Digital
Gwynedd sessions through geodemographic data is through comparisons with the Welsh
Index of Multiple Deprivation. Among sessions recorded on the Digital Champions
Network where home postcodes were provided for learners, just 76 sessions were with
people living in the most deprived 30% of LSOAs in Wales. This is equivalent to 5.9% of
session records that could be analysed – almost exactly in line with the population
proportion – 5.8% (figure 1). However, just under half took place in neighbourhoods
(Lower Super Output Areas or LSOAs) that are among the 50% most deprived in Wales. At
46% this is considerably higher than the percentage of population living in these LSOAS
(36%), which implies that people assisted by the project were more likely to be
experiencing multiple deprivation, if not living in the most deprived neighbourhoods.
Figure 18: Session Records by Multiple Deprivation decile of learner's residence (LSOA of home

Proportion of Session Records

postcode). Source: Digital Champions Network
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In conclusion, Digital Gwynedd appears to have been successful in targeting people in
more rural communities, people more likely to be receiving Housing Benefit/Universal
Credit, people aged over 55, and – in general – people more likely to be experiencing
multiple deprivation and be at higher risk of social as well as digital exclusion, supporting
our belief that undertaking Baseline Analysis in an area is an effective way to support
targeting of resources and planning for effective action.
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Project Manager Review
This review provides some context to the statistical findings featured in this report,
highlighting some of the key digital inclusion achievements and challenges of the past
two years.
The main drivers of Phase 2 were:
1. Training of staff/volunteers (Deliverables: Additional Digital Champions recruited)
2. Digital Skills Training (Deliverables: Additional Unique End Learners)
3. Partnership Network Support
In addition, this report also summarises work on the following elements of Citizens
Online’s Switch model
4. Enhancing Provision / Plugging Gaps
5. Achieving Digital Journeys
6. Amplifying Marketing
7. Monitoring and Evaluation

DIGITAL CHAMPION TRAINING FOR STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
Staff training has focused on the ‘embedded’ digital champion approach, working with
local partners and through existing services. The main aims of the training have been:


To ensure that staff and volunteers are aware of the challenges digital exclusion
poses to their service users, barriers that different people face, essential digital
skills framework, etc.;



To ensure that frontline staff and volunteers receive training and support so that
they are themselves able to share their own digital skills with more confidence and
help service users to get online as part of their daily work. This support has been
provided through a mix of face-to-face training, team meetings briefings e-learning
resources through the Digital Champions Network.

Over the two years covering Phase 2, 182 Digital Champions have been recruited (this fell
short by 16 DCs of the target of 198 set at the start. The prolonged effort to achieve a
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source of continuation funding for the project during March, April and May had a marked
effect on DC recruitment, giving figures of only 1 per month during these months. Most of
the champions recruited are ‘embedded’ Digital Champions with employers or voluntary
organisations and managed by them. An example of embedded digital champions are the
staff of Gwynedd Libraries, where all staff have received training through online
resources, and a number through face-to-face training. All volunteers recruited benefited
from the accreditation gained from the online DCN courses and Mozilla badges, with a
number of them moving on to find paid employment.
MAIN CHALLENGES
Recruitment of employed Digital Champions has been a challenge for the project. Having
aimed to employ two full time Digital Champions at the start, we have struggled to fill
vacancies, and had staff leave to take on further education or to take new jobs, meaning
we have gone through a total of 6 staff, which has placed a lot of extra training
requirements, and management requirements on the project.
Recruiting and training Digital Champions did not always translate into active digital
champions. Attendance at advertised training events was good on the whole, with keen
and enthusiastic participants – but more often than not, if there was no understanding of
the role of digital champions by their line managers, then the best use of their skills was
not made in the workplace. Despite our efforts, a lot of people attended as ‘just another
training event’.
We had great difficulty getting people to join the DCN network and complete the online
training. This could be attributed to a number of reasons, including lack of time,
perception of digital ability being already good, and also lack of bilingual online courses,
especially at the start of the project – Gwynedd having the highest percentage of Welsh
speakers in Wales, and Gwynedd council being a bi-lingual employer.
Our experience on the ground is that staff also need digital skills training and support some of the workforce are at risk of digital exclusion too. In such cases, the training is
more about raising awareness of the issues rather than becoming a digital champion, due
to lack of skills or confidence. There was often a slight variation of this point with
volunteers, who would on the whole have a good level of ability, but bring their own
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variations/values to the role, including mistrust of corporations, not being quite up to
speed with smartphones and tablets, or having major issues with cloud storage.
Gwynedd being a large rural county, releasing staff for training sessions would involve
travel time of up to an hour each way which meant that we were only able to run 2-hour
training sessions. Sessions would be concentrated sessions on abilities and fears of
participants, with the best sessions coming from attendance figures of 10, when there was
a good mix of knowledge in the room.

HELPING PEOPLE WITH DIGITAL SKILLS
The project aimed to support residents’ digital skills and confidence to access online
opportunities and services, particularly in the areas of work, health and wellbeing.
Based on the activities record from local Digital Champions using the Digital Champions
Network, over 4,200 residents received support during Phase 2 (far exceeding the set
target of 2,100).
The main reason for this over-achievement is due to additional recording from January
2018 of figures supplied by Gwynedd Libraries – these are End Learners assisted by the
library staff. Citizens Online employed staff were able to give more 1-2-1 support sessions
in their drop- ins and gave more long-term support to individuals.
Data reporting from other embedded DCs was relatively poor, with only a few
organisations actually reporting on to the DCN; most notably Pwllheli Jobcentre and Y
Dref Werdd in Blaenau.
The majority of our Digital Champion work (employed) was around running drop-in
sessions, and in order to cover as much of the county as possible we tried to keep
activities moving around, with sessions typically being in one location for around 4-5
weeks, for one afternoon or morning session a week.
Locations were chosen using local knowledge based on population, current activities and
suitability of locations (WiFi, access etc). Where possible we tried to concentrate on areas
identified in the baseline report. At times we would select a location and advertise
activities there with no prior contact in the area, but we got much better results through
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making local contacts and being invited to areas – local contact was usually the key to
getting a local response, whether it was the chair of the halls committee or the organiser
of the weekly art group.
Due to low populations in some of these areas, it would soon be visible that we had
reached and assisted all we could, and we would bring training to an end – if there were
enough people keen to continue, we would pass on/hand over to local adult education
groups. Drop-in sessions were held in a diverse number of locations, from Farmer’s Marts,
to Pubs, golf clubs, sheltered housing, doctor’s surgeries, cafes, chapels, museums anywhere were we could see footfall. We also visited a number of more traditional
locations such as libraries and community centres.
A consequence of close working with library staff was that they took on more sessions
themselves, therefore releasing our DCs to roam further afield. We also had some success
with volunteers in both Caernarfon and Penygroes libraries, with volunteers running their
own sessions at both locations for a time – Penygroes is still being run by Martin on Friday
afternoons. We also had y Dref Werdd (local project in Blaenau) running drop-in sessions
at their office, as well as staff in Pwllheli and Dolgellau Jobcentres running sessions for UC
clients.
We also helped deliver a short term campaign working with Gwynedd Council on getting
more primary school parents to pay online for school meals and other additional costs.
This included a marketing campaign as well as attendance at parent’s evenings. We were
unable to get accurate data of changes to numbers paying in this way, but as of June 2019
eight primary schools have moved over to be cash free.
MAIN CHALLENGES
Due to the rural nature of the county, and the spread of population throughout, our work
patterns for employed Digital Champions has been to run drop-in sessions in suitable
locations, keeping to a pattern of around 4-6 weeks in one locality then moving on.
This ensured we got a fresh influx of new attenders as it is easy to get into a slump of
teaching the same attenders for a long period if staying in one place. The downside of this
was having to continually advertise in new locations and gather interest in the locals.
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Due to the size of Gwynedd and the fact the population is spread out throughout, travel
time and cost have been a major hinderance in running sessions. Locations such as
Pennal, in the South of Gwynedd could mean a three-hour round trip, meaning a lot of
time could be lost on the road.
For Phase 2 we had two part-time employed DCs, both working three days a week – this
was not ideal with large areas to be covered and meant that team contact was minimal at
best.
We gave support to an additionally funded online access project locally called ‘Access For
All’, a ‘digital kiosk’ hardware installation project where we helped support their use, with
training onsite at four of the five locations, staff training and marketing guidance. Due to
time limits for the contract being awarded, we ended up having to put in a lot of work in
January and February 2019 in order to get these running.

PARTNERSHIP NETWORK SUPPORT
The overall aim of our support for a digital inclusion network was to generate a partnering
and collaborative environment – to galvanise a cross-sector approach to tackling
exclusion and digital disadvantage by bringing people together to discuss solutions and
joint working – even the potential to joint fund projects or a longer-term programme.
Our activities included:


Hosting quarterly Digital Gwynedd Network Meetings around the County



Sending our Newsletters and communications to all members



Supporting sub-group activities and conversations that helped achieve our main
aims

Supporting the Network was a main focus for the local Project Manager and took a
significant amount of their time; organising locations, speakers, marketing, translator and
other details for meetings. Engagement was good and the aim was to grow the number of
organisations engaged (see KPIS above) and the numbers of people on the
communications circulation lists. Average attendance for Network Meetings was over 30
which we considered a good number; with over 40 organisations attending in person;
moving the locations enabled us to attract more regional speakers and inrerest.
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We also supported two subgroups of the network during Phase 2:
HOUSING BENEFIT / UNIVERSAL CREDIT MEETING

Following on from Housing Benefit training events in Phase 1, further marketing work was
done to encourage online claims, and staff were encouraged to promote. A case study
was circulated, and our HB Channel Shift report released. This became an informal
‘Channel Shift’ support meeting for stakeholders.
We also gave support to the roll out of Universal Credit – though not in the channels we
had anticipated. Jobcentres had discussed localised training but seemed to be
overwhelmed with the work they were getting and could not agree a date for training;
however, we did give Universal Credit training to Citizens Advice staff in order to prepare
them for the support contract they had. Support was also given to the Gwynedd Council
Universal Credit sub-group – mostly with marketing and communications.
DISABILITY AND DIGITAL GROUP

This met a couple of times to look at accessibility issues alongside digital inclusion
network meetings. It became a place of sharing information and some work was
completed to try and collate the disability focused accessibility resources and services
available in the area.
MAIN CHALLENGES
Support administration for meetings – Steering Groups, Network as well as the Channel
Shift sub-groups took up a lot of time, along with keeping minutes and organising
translations. This would lead to the Project Manager not being as involved in the meeting
as much as having to do all the background administration as well.
Gwynedd being a bilingual county meant that all public released reports, marketing and
general messages needed to be both in Welsh and English, incurring extra time and costs
on the project (attendance of translators at public meetings as well as contracting out
translating reports) as well as time spent by the Project Manager translating. By
comparison to the Digital Brighton and Hove project, we could see a definite impact of
this additional time, and sadly while people may have benefitted from these efforts, we
did not record this in feedback, so it appeared much easier to focus on the negative
aspects of the additional time involved.
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AMPLIFYING MARKETING
The project marketing was mainly via Twitter and our use of contacts database via
Mailchimp Newsletters. Both were utilised in order to contact partners so that they could
share details of training events for staff as well as drop-in sessions for clients. Also, in the
background our project manager wrote a fortnightly column in the Daily Post, which has
generated a number of referrals to our drop-in sessions.
MAIN CHALLENGES
The project used the Digital Gwynedd / Gwynedd Ddigidol branding from the beginning,
as this was already set up by Gwynedd Council and was a known brand. Having access to
this branding was a great start for the project, but has become a slight hinderance, as
Twitter and Facebook accounts are also used by Menter Môn as part of a business support
project – Twitter use had to be restrained, and the Facebook page was not really utilised
during the project.
Although we made use of a number of case studies in our marketing efforts, press releases
from major occurrences such as Welsh Digital Volunteer of the Year, Digital Leaders 100
nomination, and releasing new Welsh Language training courses on the DCN took a lot of
time to clear through the various organisations involved, as well as getting the Welsh
translations sorted, so that the moment had sometimes passed by the time press releases
were out.
The online signposting tool was kept up to date with a record of web access locations and
training events in the county, with over currently over 60 training and drop-in sessions
listed, and over 5,000 visitors. Upkeep of the webpage has been quite a challenge for the
project manager, as staff turnover has meant no time to train the Digital Champions to do
it.
The need to have the information set out bilingually has in essence meant the upkeep of
two websites – and there has also been a need to search out other providers running
courses in order to get their details on the site. Although partners have recorded that they
are keen on keeping the web site running, we have seen very few examples of people
attending training due to having been signposted from the web site.
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TRANSITION PLANNING
The final six months of One Digital Phase 2 in Gwynedd saw a focus on attempting to
secure longer-term funding for project continuation, as was the case for our other ‘Deep
Dive’ project in Brighton and Hove. Several attempts were made to engage local partners
in putting additional funds forward, and while some small scale finance was found that
enabled our professional Digital Champions to be funded right up to the end of May 2019,
no significant funder was found for the project overall.
The project initiated its exit strategy in February 2019 and all staff including the local
Project Manager were made redundant by Citizens Online by mid-June 2019; a sad
outcome for everybody but also a great achievement at having had staff in the area for
over seven years delivering digital inclusion work.

CONCLUSION
The legacy of Digital Gwynedd, Citizens Online and One Digital in the County is having left
the area with hundreds of trained and active Digital Champions, having delivered
thousands of helpful support sessions to residents in some of the most rural and deprived
areas. We’ve supported volunteers and staff to improve their own digital skills and
created a movement toward total digital inclusion in the area.
Since exiting the project, the local partners have continued to meet and discuss digital
inclusion issues and Welsh organisation Digital Communities Wales, who had always
collaborated with Citizens Online with skills delivery projects, have taken a refreshed lead
on digital inclusion work in the County.
The project in Phase 2 is considered to be a success in terms of delivering on Objectives
and meeting Key Performance Indicators (or just shy of in the case of Digital Champion
recruitment). Statistical and case study evidence shows what the project had a significant
impact, building on the success of Phase 1 and creating a groundswell of activity and
energy in tackling digital exclusion in the area – this in turn having built on the success of
the previous BT funded Get IT Together project – a real achievement for Gwynedd, with
thousands of residents helped to improve their digital skills.
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PHASE 2 DELIVERABLES
Details of the KPIs for Digital Champions, Unique and Learners and Digital Skills Support
interventions are detailed in Table 5. Note that due to a review of agreed targets with One
Digital in May 2018, targets were reprofiled, as shown in Phase 2 Total column.
Table 5: KPIs by Phase and Stage

Measure

Additional Digital
Champions Recruited

Additional Unique End
Learners

To May
2017

Phase 2
Stage 1

Phase 2
Stage 2

18
Month
Subtotal

Phase 2
Stage 36

50

150

50

Phase 2
Total

200
121

100

(198)
1,000
548

500

250

750

250
(2,100)

Additional Digital Skills
Support Interventions
(estimated through

5,100

5,300

3,700

9,000

4,500

13,500

Activity Analysis | includes
repeat support)

6

Phase 2 Stage 1 = June 17 to May 18, Phase 2 Stage 2 = June 18 to Nov 18, Phase 2 Stage 3 = Dec 18 to

May 19.
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